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LIFE DEBAG has developed and implemented an integrated information and awareness campaign to prevent - 
reduce plastic bag pollution in the marine environment. The project started on 1/9/2015 and was completed 
on 31/01/2019. LIFE DEBAG was performed on two main axes:

Information and awareness activities in the project’s pilot area, the Island of Syros, with monitoring their 
impact on the marine environment and consumer habits.

Activities for the dissemination of the project’s results, citizens’ awareness-raising at national level 
(Greece), as well as consulting the national stakeholders to co-author legislative proposals for impact 
on Greek legislation.

LIFE DEBAG project has had a successful course and implementation, by accomplishing its set goals. Through 
effective educational and public awareness-raising activities and stakeholder engagement, LIFE DEBAG project 
managed to improve the environmental status of the Syros’ marine environment, which was systematically 
measured in a scientifically documented way. In addition, LIFE DEBAG managed to influence Greek legislation 
on lightweight carrier plastic bags. LIFE DEBAG constitutes a good example for reproduction and transfer to 
other regions as well as for other single-use plastics based on its excellent results.

1. The LIFE DEBAG Project

1.
2.
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- Plastic bags are one-third of the litter resting on the seabed around the 
European Coastline.

- They end-up very easily in the marine environment due to their 
characteristics (light weight, buoyancy, hydrodynamic/aerodynamic shape).

- It is one of the deadliest types of litter for marine animals and birds 
(usually mistaken for food) along with balloons and fi shing equipment.1

- Only an 1-3% of plastic bags is recycled. 

- Plastic bags, like all plastics, sooner or later get fragmented in small 
pieces in the marine environment. At the moment, more than 5 trillion 

- European seafood lovers are eating up to 11,000 tiny pieces of plastic 
each year, along with their seafood.3

- Plastic fi bers are now present in tap and bottled water, beer and salt.4

- Dolphins, whales, birds, and fi sh are found dead with their stomachs full of 
plastic, including plastic bags. In 2019 a young curvier beaked whale was 

2. Environmental Problem Targeted:

Why target the plastic bag?

1. Wilcox C, Mallos NJ, Leonard GH, Rodriguez A, Hardesty BD (2016) Using expert elicitation to estimate 
the impacts of plastic pollution on marine wildlife, Marine Policy. 65, 107-114. https://doi.org/10.1016/
j.marpol.2015.10.014 

2. Eriksen M, Lebreton LCM, Carson HS, Thiel M, Moore CJ, Borrero JC, et al. (2014) Plastic Pollution in the 
World’s Oceans: More than 5 Trillion Plastic Pieces Weighing over 250,000 Tons Afl oat at Sea. PLoS 
ONE. 9 (12): e111913. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0111913 

3. Van Cauwenberghe L, Janssen C, (2014) Microplastics in bivalves cultured for human consumption. 
Environmental Pollution, 193, 65-70. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envpol.2014.06.010

4. Kosuth M, Mason SA, Wattenberg EV (2018) Anthropogenic contamination of tap water, beer, and sea 
salt. PLoS ONE 13(4): e0194970. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194970 

5. https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/2019/03/whale-dies-88-pounds-plastic-philippines 
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plastic pieces weighing over 250,000 tons afl oat at sea.2 

plastic bags.5
washed up dead, with 44 kg of plastic in its stomach, a lot of which was 
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To inform and raise awareness in Syros Isl., LIFE DEBAG established the “Plastic Bag Free Week”, which was in 
effect since 2016. A celebration of the environment where every year in May, events and information campaigns 
on this issue took place. Musical events, educational games, exhibitions by school students and students of 
the University of the Aegean, were combined with important lectures by scientists and distinguished guests, 
such as Dr Francois Galgani, Chair of the MSFD technical group of marine litter, Chair of the UN ENV/UNESCO/
IMO group of experts (GESAMP) on plastic in the environment. Furthermore, an informative booth operated on 
Miaoulis Square, in the centre of Ermoupolis, marking at the same time the support of the Municipality of Syros-
Ermoupolis to LIFE DEBAG.

3.1 Information and education campaign in
Syros 

Information campaign3. 
Isl.
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Throughout the project, 14,000 information leafl ets and about 
12,000 durable, cotton, reusable carrier bags were off ered for 
free to residents and visitors and retail professionals of Syros, 
while a special brochure was placed in almost all hotels and 
room rentals, translated into eight languages. Two hundred and 
fifteen shop-owners in Syros have pledged to voluntarily reduce 
single-use plastic bags, while inspired by the good example of 
the project a growing number of retail professionals had their 
own reusable bags produced, initially providing them free to 
their customers, with the prompt to use them instead of 
disposable plastic bags.
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Information and 
cultural activities
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In the schools of Syros, 1,460 students from 15 schools participated in educational seminars and 52 

teachers were trained in 3 seminars. The students with the contribution of the Directorate of 

Environmental Education of Primary and Secondary Education of Cyclades, exploited LIFE DEBAG’s 

educational material and created their own reusable bags which were exhibited and awarded during 

“Plastic Bag Free Week” 2017.

The environmental education program was not limited to Syros. More than four and a half thousand 

students (4,630) took part from 41 schools in Paros, Naxos, Mykonos, Attica and Thessaloniki. 345 

teachers were also trained in 10 specifically prepared seminars at Syros, Mykonos, Attica, Thessaloniki, 

Aigio and Corinth. The training material is available at the LIFE DEBAG website (www.lifedebag.eu)

Environmental Education
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3.2. Communication campaign
in Greece

• Project's website: http://www.lifedebag.eu

• TV spot: https://youtu.be/dW9j0e6nxs0

• Social media
(Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram)

106 articles in electronic media
26 articles in print media

39 presentations in workshops and 
informative events

8 presentations in Greek and international 
conferences

2 publications in scientifi c journals

38,986 unique visitors to the project website
9,379 views of informational videos on facebook
5,278 YouTube views of the TV spot
3,528 views of informational YouTube 
2,673 likes of the project’s facebook page
> 560,00 views of the projects TV spot through the 
European Commission’s channels
507 tweets



3.3. Stakeholder Engagement and Consultation
Forum meetings

LIFE DEBAG addressed many stakeholders at local (Syros Isl.) and national level (Greece). Consultation 
with local bodies was carried out on regular basis throughout the project. In Syros, special emphasis 
was given during the “Plastic Bag Free Weeks”, where their involvement was realized through vis-à-
vis communication and joint actions with the participation of local Small-Medium Enterprises, the 
Municipality of Syros and other Local Authorities, the Department of Product and Systems Design 
Engineering - University of the Aegean, local citizens groups, etc. At a national level (Greece), the 
stakeholders were engaged through the LIFE DEBAG consultation forum meetings and they included: 
a) policy makers, the Ministry of the Environment and Energy, the Hellenic Recycling Agency (EOAN),
(b) regional and local authorities, (c) producers and importers of plastic bags, (d) supermarket chains, 
(f) Universities and Research Institutes, (g) the Research Institute of Retail Consumer Goods (ΙΕΛΚΑ), 
(h) environmental NGOs, representatives of citizen’s groups/associations. Within the LIFE DEBAG 
project, a total of 7 consultation forums were held on a national level, carried out under the auspice 
of the Ministry of the Environment and Energy and the Hellenic Recycling Agency (EOAN). 

12         
     



The fi nal workshop of LIFE DEBAG was held on 
December 7, 2018, in Athens, with the 
participation of prominent Greeks scientists, 
representatives of all major NGOs and 
Institutions that work on the marine litter 
issue in Greece, as well as Dr Francois Galgani, 
Chair of the MSFD technical group of marine 
litter, Chair of the UN ENV/UNESCO/IMO 
group of experts (GESAMP) on plastic in 
the environment, who participated in all 
LIFE DEBAG’s informative events. The 
conference was honoured with the presence 
of more than 180 participants.

3.4. The Final Workshop

13        
     



The project contributed signifi cantly to the integration of the 

Directive (EU) 2015/720 on plastic bags in Greek law. The 

project’s stakeholders’ meetings became the main consultation 

process between stakeholders’ and Ministry of Environment 

and Energy representatives. The project’s proposals were also 

submitted to the diff erent legislative bodies including the 

Ministry, Hellenic Recycling the Agency (EOAN) and the Special 

Permanent Committee on Environmental Protection of the 

Hellenic Parliament. The resulting legislation (article 6 of Law 

4496/2017 and Joint Ministerial Decree ΦΕΚ Β’ 2812 number 

180036/952/10.8.2017) and measures introduced were at large 

the proposals that came out of project’s stakeholder meetings, 

and/or the proposals of the Ministry and EOAN. Finally, at the 

Closing Workshop of the project in Athens, 5 major 

supermarket chains in Greece pledged to reduce single-use 

plastic bags, by signing LIFE DEBAG’s voluntary agreement, in 

the presence of Mr. V. Liogas, Advisor of the Deputy Minister of 

Environment and Energy.
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4. The Project’s
Impact

Impact 
on National Legislation4.1 



Questionnaire surveys were carried out on citizens of 
Syros Isl., in a total of 17 sampling periods. Inquiries 
included questions about how consumers feel about the 
plastic bag levy, how many plastic bags they use at the 
supermarket, if they use reusable bags, etc. They were 
also asked about the impact of the plastic bags on the 
marine environment. 

During the intensive monitoring of plastic bag consumption of citizens 
that was held outside supermarkets of the Island of Syros:

• 17 questionnaire survey periods
were carried out in three years.

• 1,500 consumers participated
in the research.

• 67% was the decrease in the monthly
per person plastic bag consumption
(from 30 to 10 plastic bags per month).

Impact on public awareness in Syros4.2 
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Research on litter pollution with emphasis on 
plastic bags, was carried out in selected beaches 
and was extended in the seabed of two bays 
(Ermoupolis and Kini) in Syros Isl.
Through intensive monitoring, the improvement of 
the marine environment was observed as well as 
the changes in consumer habits, as a LIFE 
DEBAG project effect.
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Impact on the coastal 
and the marine environment 
of Syros Isl.

4.3 

During the intensive monitoring of the coastal and the marine environment of Syros:

• 17 sampling periods of litter on the beaches and the seabed around the island were carried out during
3 years.

• 64,562 pieces of litter were collected and recorded on selected beaches of the island,
of which 2,246 (3.5%) were plastic bags from supermarkets and retail shops.

• 3,675 pieces of litter were identified and classified from underwater video recordings from the seabed
around the island (Ermoupolis and Kini bays), of which 314 (8.5%) were plastic bags from 
supermarkets and retailer shops.
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The results from the seabed around Syros were impressive. After 3 
years of underwater monitoring, there was a 60% reduction in the 
plastic bags found resting on the seafloor, especially after the initiation 
of the LIFE DEBAG’s intensive information campaign: the 1st “Plastic 
Bag Free Week, 2016”.
The impact on the marine environment of Syros Isl. is:

• 85% reduction of plastic bags on selected beaches.
• 60% reduction of plastic bags on the seafloor around

island (Ermoupolis and Kini bays).

Integrated information and awareness campaign for the reduction of plastic 
bags in the marine environment
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Looking at litter 
from above

In Syros Isl., aerial beach litter monitoring 
with the use of drones was carried out for 
the development of new methodologies for 
monitoring the presence of marine litter on 
remote coasts. During the aerial surveys, 6,000 
square meters of coastline were recorded. 

Integrated information and awareness campaign for the reduction of plastic 
bags in the marine environment
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The "good example" 
   of  LIFE DEBAG
During the project two 
MoUs were signed for the 
replication of LIFE DEBAG. 
Several other areas in Greece 
started similar initiatives 
(Paros, Mykonos, Astypalaia, 
Litochoro, Skiathos, Thira, Achaia, 
Kea, Municipality of Voula-Vari-
Vouliagmenis, etc.) while 
many other Municipalities 
and relevant actors expressed 
interest for replication of the 
project and its activities.
Since the successful 
completion of the project, 
the Replication Handbook 
is available on the project’s 
website. The Replication 
Handbook is designed 
to provide guidance to 
organizations and individuals 

   of  LIFE DEBAG
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that are interested in implementing an integrated information campaign to reduce the plastic bag or similar single-
use plastics in the marine environment.
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Pollution by plastics has been reported in many studies(involving 
the geographical distribution, impacts on a variety of organisms, 
as well as sorption of organic pollutants, and interaction with 
microbes, to name but a few) (Takada and Karapanagioti, 2019). 
Polyethylene and oxo-degradable plastic bags are one of the main 
marine litters it  si ni cant environmental rami cations  ue to 
their low weight and shape, theycan be transferred by the wind 
in reat distances at di erent directions  Recentl  t e maximum 
record of a plastic bag in Marianna Trench, the deepest point in 
the global ocean, has been recorded by Chiba et al. (2018).

Scienti c results ave s o n increased ei t loss o  oxo
degradable polyethylene in contrast with low and high density 
polyethylene under soil conditions but without the formation 
of new functional groups, proof of the polymer degradation. In 
other words, degradation of starch that is the glue of the synthetic 
polymer pieces in an oxo-degradable plastic bag was observed 
but no degradation of the synthetic polymer (Orhan et al., 2004). 
Working with experiments in seawater, Alvarez-Zeferino et al. 
2015 ound t at lastic a s tend to ra ment e ore si ni cant 

di erences in unctional rou s ere identi ed, i e  e ore 
chemical degradation.

In our studies, we took plastic bags from coastal areas and we 
used Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)for optical observations, 
i.e. to produce images of the plastic litter surface topography as 
well as to observe microscopic plastic particles and attenuated 

otal Re ectance  Fourier rans orm n rared s ectrosco  
(ATR-FTIR) for the determination of functional groups on polymer 
sur ace and t us, t e identi cation o  lastic sam les andt e 
detection o  di erences in t e de radation e ound t at ot  
oxo-degradable and polyethylene plastics (e.g. shopping bags) 
can break down into microplastics (as seen in the attached photo 
and photomicrographs) before they are chemically degraded.

In conclusion, in the marine environment,many plastic bags may 
be present and persist in the form of microplastics which is highly 
di cult to detect it  na ed e es  n t is orm, it is easier or t em 
to di use in t e environment and to enter t e tro ic c ain a ada 
and ara ana ioti, 201  e scienti c researc  on micro lastics 
that already exist in the oceansmust be emphasized,while at the 
same time the entrance of macro plastics, such as plastic bags, 
in the aquaticenvironment should be stopped to prevent the 
formation of microplastics if a safer and cleaner environment 
isdesired.
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Figures from left to right:Oxo-degradable plastic bag particles in a variety 
of sizes(left), SEM image of a microplastic item (~ 100 μm in diameter) from 
this plastic bag(middle) and SEM image of a crackedarea (~ 10 μm) of this 
microplastic item of the same plastic bag, creating more microplastics 
(right).
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B  ei t, lar e lastic de ris suc  as s in  nets, ma e u  t e 
lar est ercenta e o  lastic oatin  in our oceans  Ho ever, 
by count, microplastics by far exceed the number of plastic in 
our environment (Lebreton, 2018). Thus, as we design policies 
aimed at plastic pollution, we must be mindful to include policies 
s eci c to micro lastics  Because some sources o  micro lastics 
are uni ue e , micro ers, tire dust, re roduction ellets , 
policies will also be unique to larger items of plastic waste. As 
such, it is important that we invest time thinking about creative 
and e ective solutions or miti atin  micro lastics  
Microplastics are any plastic particle between 100nm and 5mm 
in size. Although we often think of microbeads when we think 
of microplastics, the term microplastic incorporates a large 
diversity of plastic types, including those that were produced 
as microplastics (e.g., microbeads, pre-production pellets often 
referred to as “nurdles”) and those that are literally degraded 

its o  lar er lastic roducts e , tire dust, micro ers and 
ra ments o  ottles, a s and lm  e ormer is called 

primary microplastics and the latter is referred to as secondary 
microplastics. Secondary microplastics are the most common 
type of microplastic waste found at sea (Law et al., 2010). Still, we 
must not forget the primary sources of microplastics as well as the 
sources that emit secondary microplastics into the oceans (e.g., 
micro ers  ese articles, s eci call  micro ers, are some o  
the most common microplastic types found in global ecosystems. 
Researchers estimate that there are between 15 and 51 trillion 
micro lastic articles oatin  around in our oceans van Se ille 
et al., 2015), reaching from the poles to the equator. Microplastic 
particles are found in large concentrations in Arctic sea ice and 
are also present in sediments and wildlife from the deepest parts 
of the ocean. Consequently, this widespread contamination has 
led to the contamination of 100s of species of wildlife across all 
trophic levels. Laboratory studies demonstrate that microplastics 
can lead to mortality, reduced growth, and decreased reproductive 
out ut in marine animals Fole  et al , 201  Roc man et al , 2016  
Alt ou  e do not et understand o  t e  ma  a ect uman 

health, they are also found in sea salt, seafood and drinking 
water. 
Although policies that mitigate large plastic debris also reduce 
microplastic debris, we need to make sure we consider 
microplastics when we consider all of the policy options for plastic 

ollution  Policies s eci c to micro lastics ma  include, ut are 
not limited to, emissions standards for microplastics (e.g., from 

as in  mac ine e uent, aste ater, storm ater, etc , lters 
on as in  mac ines to tra  micro ers, increasin  artici ation 
for operation clean sweep and extend this model to textiles, 
material innovation, and banning microbeads.
The above mitigation strategies are simple solutions to combat 
some sources of microplastics. Still, when it comes to plastic 

ollution, e no  t e least a out sources, ate and e ects o  
microplastics. As such, while we begin implementing policies now 
related to known sources of microplastics, we must continue 
to put resources into research that helps us better understand 
what some other sources of microplastics are and which may be 
prioritized for policy based on quantities and risk. 

Lebreton, L., Slat, B., Ferrari, F., Sainte-Rose, B., Aitken, J., Marthouse, 
R., Hajbane, S., Cunsolo, S., Schwarz, A., Levivier, A. and Noble, K., 2018. 

vidence t at t e reat Paci c ar a e Patc  is ra idl  accumulatin  
lastic  Scienti c re orts, 1 , 4666

Law, K.L., Morét-Ferguson, S., Maximenko, N.A., Proskurowski, G., Peacock, 
E.E., Hafner, J. and Reddy, C.M., 2010. Plastic accumulation in the North 
Atlantic su tro ical re  Science, 32 5 6 , 11 5 11
Van Sebille, E., Wilcox, C., Lebreton, L., Maximenko, N., Hardesty, B.D., Van 
Franeker, J.A., Eriksen, M., Siegel, D., Galgani, F. and Law, K.L., 2015. A global 
inventor  o  small oatin  lastic de ris  nvironmental Researc  etters, 
10 12 , 124006
Fole , C , Feiner, S , Malinic ,  and H , , 201  A meta anal sis 
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Rochman, C.M., Browne, M.A., Underwood, A.J., Franeker, J.A., Thompson, 
R C  and Amaral ettler, A , 2016  e ecolo ical im acts o  marine de ris  
unraveling the demonstrated evidence from what is perceived. Ecology, 
97(2), pp.302-312.

Policies for macroplastics are 
relevant to microplastics, but 
some policies for microplastics 
are unique and should also be 
considered
Chelsea M. Rochman
Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of 
Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada M5S3B2
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Plastic a s are a si ni cant source o  micro lastics t at carr  
toxins to marine organisms and humans. “Plastic” is a term 
collectively used for various polymers, of which polyethylene 
(PE) is the most widely used, surpassing polypropylene (PP), 
polystyrene (PS), polyvinyl chloride (PVC), and polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET). The most common application of PE is plastic 
shopping or carryout bags (“plastic bags” hereafter), which have a 
key physicochemical property which is lightweight or low-density. 
Since P  is li ter and as a lo er densit  t an ater, it can oat 
on the water surface and travel long distances, as far as the open 
ocean. On the sea surface, PE is exposed to sunlight, leading it to 
break down into smaller pieces or microplastics. 

Plastic products including shopping bags contain additives to 
maintain or increase the properties of plastics such as plasticizers, 
UV stabilizers, and antioxidative agents. Some of them give 
adverse e ects on or anisms en t e  are ex osed to iota  
These additives are retained in plastics, even after they are 
fragmented into smaller pieces such as microplastics.  In addition, 
microplastics in the marine environment accumulate pollutants, 
such as oil, PCBs, and organochlorine pesticides from seawater. 
This process that pollutants sorb onto or into plastics is considered 
t e toxi cation  o  lastics  e critical actor o  P  in t e marine 
environment is t at it as t e i est ca acit  o  toxi cation 
among all the polymers. Figure 1 illustrates that PE is dispersed 
t rou out t e lo e and t at all t e P  resin ellets are toxi ed 

it  PCBs  e same toxi cation occurs or P  ra ments derived 
from plastic bags because they are made of the same polymer 
type as the resin pellets. 

n estion o  micro lastics  s ell s  and s  as een re orted 
in recent studies. Because plastics carry pollutants, ingestion 
of plastics by marine organisms can be considered internal 
ex osure o  t e iota to ollutants  e ave con rmed t e 
transfer of pollutants from ingested plastics to the tissue of the 
s ell s  e amount o  lastics used in t e ex eriment as 

larger than those observed in the current marine environment. 
However, the amounts of plastics in the marine environment are 
steadily increasing and microplastics are persistent in the marine 
environment since they cannot be removed once they enter the 
ocean. As a precautionary principle, we must reduce the inputs of 
plastic waste to the sea. Government policies, such as plastic bag 
bans, fees and taxes on single-use carryout bags, have already 
shown to be successful in cities, states, and countries around the 

orld, leadin  to si ni cant reduction o  lastic a  usa e and 
e ectivel  or in  as a countermeasure a ainst lastic ollution  
Re ulation o  lastic s o in  a s is t e rst ste  to ard 
sustainable society without single-use plastics.

Hideshige Takada, Ph.D
Coordinator of International Pellet Watch (IPW)
Professor
Laboratory of Organic Geochemistry (LOG)
Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Fuchu, Tokyo 183-8509, Japan
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e Mediterranean Sea is one o  t e most a ected areas  
marine litter in t e orld it  lastics and ot er arti cial ol mer 
materials as the most common types of marine litter, representing 
some 80% of the items found. As larger pieces of plastic debris 
fragment into smaller pieces, the highest known concentration 
o  micro lastics as ound in t e eastern art reac in  u  to 64 
million articles er m2 en t e i est sea oor concentration 
was discovered in 2019 in the northern Ionian Sea, reaching up 
to 1.3 million items per km2.  The marine litter problem in the 
Mediterranean is exacerbated by densely populated coasts, 30% 
o  t e orld s maritime tra c, t e asin s limited exc an es it  
other oceans, large inputs from large rivers such as the Nile, the 
Po the Rhone rivers, an highly developed coastal tourism, and a 
de cient treatment o  aste aters   Hot s ots o  accumulation 
have been found, in the eastern Basin, southern Adriatic and, for 
t e sea oor, around lar e cities   

ntan lement in Plastic or s in  ear and in estion o  de ris  For 
example, ingestion of plastics by marine species is one the most 
documented im acts in t e Mediterranean it  76 Mediterranean 
a ected s ecies elon in  to di erent taxonomic rou s includin  
inverte rates, s , sea turtles, sea irds and marine mammals  
Damage costs to marine ecosystems and the services, for example 
the introduction of alien invasive species and the rafting of species, 
includin  s ecies at ris  suc  as toxic dino a ellates o  at o ens 
to marine organisms must also be considered despite a limited 
understanding of the detrimental impacts

Marine litter also creates an economic burden on local authorities 
through clean-up costs, and potential loss of income and jobs 
from tourism. The damage and associated social costs also extend 
to ot er sectors suc  as a uaculture and s er  ere litter 
dama es nets and reduce ost s in  catc es  Marine litter 
also creates economic pressures on the shipping sector, including 
yachting and risks to human health, via injuries and accidents, or 
through the potential release of chemical substances.  Links to 

uman ealt  are, o ever, not su cientl  addressed es eciall  
when it comes to nanoplastics, which, may have even greater 
impacts on marine ecosystems with a possible transfer through 
the trophic chain and then human. 

The overall objectives of existing policies on marine litter are 
to rovide scienti c and tec nical asis or monitorin  and 
develop strategies with stakeholders, industries and NGOs to 
support management practices and propose policy options. The 
main international agreements and conventions (Sustainable 
Development Goal 14 from, UN environment and its Global 
Partnership on Marine litter MARPOL, London and Basel 
conventions, FAO code), global initiatives (G7, G20, International 
Coastal Clean-ups, etc.) and the European directives, including 
the re-examination of the directive on port reception facilities 
provide basic principles to be used all over the basin to support / 
connect actions in di erent countr  and contexts and at a variet  
of geographic and governance scales. These frameworks include 

otentials actions and means to evaluate strate ies e ectiveness 
in order to reduce amount and impacts of marine litter. 

Despite the recent advances made within the framework of the 
Barcelona Convention Regional Plan for Marine Litter Management 
in the Mediterranean and the EU Marine Strategy Framework 
Directive (MSFD), there is still a long way ahead to tackle marine 
litter in the basin and reduce the risks posed to Mediterranean 
marine wildlife. The Regional Plan on Marine Litter Management 
in t e Mediterranean as een ado ted in 2013, as t e rst le all  
binding instrument at a regional level, also urging to cooperate 
and support monitoring. Together with the MSFD, they both 
support a programme of measures in a coherent and coordinated 
way. The Plastic strategy is planning to reduce the amounts and 
e ects o  marine litter, su ortin  rec clin , eco desi n, t e use 
of new materials, the reinforcement of waste water treatment, the 

ans o  Sin le Use Plastics and s eci c measures or s in  ear  
t as clearl  de ned t e Mediterranean Sea as a riorit

Marine debris in the Mediterranean Sea.
From science to management
Dr. François Galgani
Ifremer
Chair of the MSFD technical group on marine litter
Chair of the Un ENV/UNESCO/IMO group of experts (GESAMP) on plastic in the environment
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Marine litter is a lo al issue or iota, o  ic  1,400 s ecies 
ave een re orted to e  im acted t rou  in estion and 

entan lement  Seals, cetaceans, turtles and irds as ell as is  
and inverte rates li e corals  For exam le in sea turtles, in 
Mediterranean sea, u  to 5  o  individuals ave een re orted 
to e entan led ile u  to 100  s o ed marine de ris in t eir 
di estive tract  e ris enerate direct mortalit  ut also indirect 
e ects ic  are  deleterious or individuals and ma  t reaten 
t e survival o  marine s ecies o ulations  Plastic a s are o ten 
ound in t e di estive tract o  sea turtles, ic  ro a l  

misidenti  t em as elatinous re s   Plastic a s are a main 
issue since t e  ma  totall  loc  t e di estive transit, and lead 
to t e deat  o  t e individual  n alon  term, en avin  
in ested a lot o  de ris, an individual ill in est less natural ood 
and su er o  denutrition, it  conse uences on ealt  di estive 

at olo  and itness ro t , reedin  success etc  ntan led 
animals are revented to move easil , to searc  or ood or 
esca e redators, and lots o  t em ill su er rom com lications 
due to ounds  Bent ic inverte rates, li e corals, urc ins etc, are 
also im acted  marine de ris li e lastic a s, ic  cover and 
in certain cases smot er some o  t em

e issue is o viousl  underestimated since t e detection o  
s ecimens im acted  de ris is uneas  Monitorin  net or s 
and iolo ists measure t e num er o  stranded or restin  
animals on t e coast, or re ort o servations o  s ecimens at sea  
Ho ever t is re lects onl  an un no n art o  t e entire num er 
o  interactions t at reall  occurred it  de ris  Some individuals 
are missed ecause t e  loat in ater column or ave sou t 
to ards sea loor a ter deat , ile ot ers ave een redated  

e rate o  interaction et een de ris and marine li e de ends 
on several actors, in articular t e s ecies, t e a e
develo mental sta e o  animals, and t e densit  o  de ris in t e 
environment  Marine olicies and euro ean ro ects suc  as i e 

e a  are conse uentl  not onl  develo in  measures or 
tac lin  t e de ris issue, ut t e  also contri ute to rein orce 
ca acities or monitorin  t e im act, rescue and re a ilitation o  
marine iota  e  romote t e use o  standard rocedures or 
measurin  t e interaction occurrence and im act o  de ris on 

ildli e in eac  su re ion  e  also develo  indicators usin  
marine iota t at are articularl  sensitive to marine de ris  n 
Mediterranean sea, t e lo er ead sea turtle Caretta caretta, 

ic  is ide distri uted and s o s a articular ro ensit  to 
in est and interact it  de ris, is a common indicator or Marine 
Strate  Frame or  irective and UN P Mediterranean Action 
Plan

Ingestion and entanglement: 
a critical impact of litter on marine life

Dr. Françoise Claro
Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris, France

 Furt ermore, detectin  in estion o  marine de ris is o ten 
im ossi le since stranded carcasses are alread  too de raded 
or ena lin  an  examination  n t e ot er and, in t e case o  

entan lement in is in  material, it is not al a s ossi le to 
distin uis  i  t e entan lement is due to true de ris ieces o  
nets, tra ls or lines ic  ere a andoned or lost , or re lects an 
interaction it  ears durin  is in  o erations  
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Less garbage leads to less garbage bags.
The lightweight plastic bag levy is a disincentive to use 

single-use plastic bags and an incentive to further remove 
single-use plastics from our lives, by recycling on one hand 

and reducing the amount of garbage we produce on the 
other, thus needing less plastic bags, and relieving the 

environment of an enormous burden.

But what should
we use for 

garbage bin lining,
one may ask.
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